Abstract: Aiming at the controlling of trajectory during the air-to-ground attack, firstly, the 6-DOF model of combat aircraft and the model of the threats are established. The thrust coefficient, angleof-attack, and roll angle are chosen as the controlled quantity. Then establish the indicator function and the optimum control modelling of the air-to-ground trajectory decision-making. Adopt the RHC-PSO algorithm, getting the controlling quantity's optimum value in every decision-making time domain, combining the RHC to realize online controlling of trajectory. Simulation shows that the algorithm can control the aircraft to perform the operational mission and show the change law of the controlled quantity, giving the information of aid decision making to pilot.
Introduction
In the air-ground fighting process, the environment of battlefield is extraordinarily complicated, which brings huge pressure to pilot. Thus, when controlling the trajectory of fighter, it is not enough to only plan one suitable airway. With the progress of fighting, the change law of the controlled quantity of fighter manipulated by pilot is also needed to be planned so as to provide aid decision making information for the attack trajectory control of fighter, reduce the manipulation pressure of pilot and enhance the operational effectiveness.
For trajectory control decision problem, the currently adopted methods includes artificial intelligence algorithm, such as A * algorithm, genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), etc., which was mainly used for the track planning. However, traditional intelligence algorithm is difficult to implement real-time control of airway as well as the change law of controlled quantity. Gauss pseudo-spectral method (GPM) [1] , receding pseudo-spectral method (RPM) [2] transform the trajectory control to the optimal control problem of a continuous system and transform it further to discrete parameter optimization problem by adopting pseudo-spectral method (PM) so as to solve the optimal controlled quantity at each discrete point. Then, the optimal controlled quantity of more discrete point is got through interpolation. When it is necessary to enhance the trajectory control precision, the quantity of discrete point must be increased so as to affect the initial setting and algorithm performance.
Based on this, the paper firstly processes the trajectory planning using discretion method, then introduces receding horizon control (RHC), utilizes particle swarm optimization (PSO) to optimize the controlled quantity of fighter at discrete moment, acts the acquired optimal control sequence on the system and updates the horizon receding so as to solve the optimal controlled quantity sequence at each decision moment, which solves the air-ground trajectory control decision problem.
Establishment of Basic Model
In the equation, f m is the mass of fighter, g is the gravitational acceleration, and  is thrust coefficient; max T is the maximal available thrust; f  is angle of attack (
,  is air density; S is wing area. For the computing method of the above variables, please refer to Literature [3] . To enhance the computation speed, variable and quantity of state is procseed using dimensionless method [4] : 2 2 2 , ,
Hereinto, s v expresses velocity of sound; c t expresses time constant, the size is determined according to the situation. Thus, we get: 
The value range of variables is as below:
Threat Constraint Model
When executing air-ground defense penetration task, to avoid touching the ground, the flight height should meet following formula:
Hereinto,   , h x y expresses the terrain height; min h expresses minimal liftoff safety height. About ground radar detection threat, the posture of aerial carrier is different for the radar, the RCS is different, and the distance detected by radar is also different, which can be expressed as:
( ) ( , , , )
Hereinto, i R expresses the operating distance of i th threat; i  expresses RCS value of aerial carrier for threat i .
Weapon launching constraint model
The purpose of trajectory control is to manipulate the flight posture of aerial carrier through controlling various controlled quantities so that the aerial carrier arrives at the drop zone of weapon at the maximum survival probability and complete effective attack of goal. Thus, the posture of aerial carrier should meet the drop condition of corresponding weapon. The constraint model is as below:
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Trajectory Control Decision Model

Transformation of trajectory control decision problem to an optimal control problem needed to establish indicator function reflecting fighting task. Combined with the fighting practice, it is expressed as below [5] :
(10) Hereinto, x and u express the quantity of state and controlled quantity of aerial carrier, and we easily get ( , , , , , )
t t t  . 0 t and f t express the moment at the starting and end of planning; the first item on the right side of Equation (10) expresses the air range as small as possible, the second item and third item express the trajectory as smooth as possible, and the fourth item express flight height as low as possible. 1 W W express the weight of each item.
Optimal Control Model of Air-Ground Attach Trajectory Plan Decision
Through indicator function established in 3.1 and flight state model and various constraint model in Section 2, we can get the following optimal control model of air-ground trajectory control decision as: 
Hereinto, target function corresponds to Equation (9); state equation corresponds to Equation (4); boundary value contained initial condition and end point constraint; and inequation corresponds to constraint condition, including threat constraint and value range of various variables.
Air-to-Ground Attack Decision-Making of Controlling Trajectory Based on RHC-PSO
Algorithm Description
The basic thought of RHC is: make discrete sampling of the planned horizon [ , ]
. When online control is carried, we take the state ( ) i k x t of system at each discrete moment i k t as the initial state, set up the length of planned horizon and seek the optimal control sequence k u of system in such planned horizon. Through acting the first item of control sequence k u to the system, we get new state of system and repeat executing the above operation by taking it as the initial condition, until the system state reaches the requirement of end constraint [6] [7] . Then, we map the schematic diagram to express the theory vividly. Figure 1 Basic thought of RHC.
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PSO is a bionic intelligence algorithm proposed in the middle of 1990s [8] . In n-dimension searching space, each particle is deemed as a point in the space. Meanwhile, each particle can be deemed as a potential solution of the problem to be solved. We suppose there are m particles in the group, m is called group size. In t th iteration, we suppose the position of i th particle is   , , ,
expresses the optimal position of the searched group at the current position g best in the overall particle swarm.
In the iteration each time, the particle speed and position are updated as below:
t c r p t x t c r g t x t
Hereinto,  is inertia weight; 1 c and 2 c are learning factor, we enable the particle to approximate the optimal position p best passed by itself and the optimal position g best of group so as to summarize itself and learn from excellent individual in the group; 1 r and 2 r are a stochastic number between 0 and 1. These two parameters are to keep the diversity of group. In Equation (4.11), the second part expresses particle's learning of itself; the third part expresses the inter-particle coordination. Based on the above two kinds of learning thought, it makes the particle approach to a higher position of new fitness.
Implementation Process of RHC-PSO Algorithm
Discretization Plan Horizon
Hereinto, q is growth rate of time step. Through the above discretion and combined with optimal control model proposed in 3.2, we can express the discretion of the optical control model in a planned horizon as:
To simplify the calculation, we select 2 N  in the simulation calculation. Combined with the thought of RHC, we solve the optimal controlled quantity of two stage in the planned horizon and only select that acquired at the first stage to act on the system.
Coding System of Controlled Quantity and Basic Process of RHC-PSO Algorithm
The optimal controlled quantity in each planned horizon is solved using PSO. Decimal coding system is adopted in this paper, that is to say, the information of each particles is expressed with 6 decimal numbers (0-9), the first three numbers express the controlled quantity at the first stage and the latter three numbers express the controlled quantity at the second stage. We code the controlled quantity of the two stages in the planned horizon, and the coding system is as below [4] : Table 1 Coding system of controlled quantity.
Controlled quantity
Through a certain method, we transform the coding to controlled quantity (decoding). Taking controlled quantity  for an example, the transformation formula is as below:
  expresses the change rate of AOA. When the solved AOA is greater than the maximum AOA of aerial carrier, the controlled quantity of AOA selects maximum; when it is smaller than minimum value, we select minimum. Other controlled quantity is also decoded according to the method.
Basic procedure of PSO is as below:
Step 1: Set up maximum times of iteration, group size, inertia weight and learning factor.
Step 2: Initialize the position i X and velocity i V of each particle and Step 3: Compute the fitness of each particle according to Formula (14), and initialize p best and g best .
Step 4: Compare fitness of each particle with current p best and assign the better value to p best .
Step 5: Compare fitness of each particle with current g best and assign the better value to g best .
Step 6: Update the position and velocity of particle according to Equation (12) and (13).
Step 7: Judge whether the fitness of each particle meets the requirement or reaches the maximal items of iteration. If yes, move on to next step; if no, go back to Step 3.
Step 8: Take the current g best as the optimal solution.
Simulation
Performance It is seen that the change of state quantity is gentle and the variation range is within the allowable range, which reflects the manipulability of the planned trajectory.
Conclusion
Against the trajectory control problem of air-ground attack, we select controlled quantity and quantity, determine the indicator function of trajectory control according to the requirement of fighting task and simplify various types of threat into constraint condition so as to transform trajectory control problem to optimal control problem. Then, we solved optimal value of controlled quantity in each decision horizon by using PSO and update horizon by using online receding of RHC so as to realize online real-time control. Through simulation, we verify that the method is practical and feasible, which provides subsidiary decision for pilot to manipulate aerial carrier and enhance the operational effectiveness.
